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Abstract
The conditions in which we live nowadays contribute to exposure of our bodies to harmful factors
such as UV radiation, pollution, smoking, poor eating habits, low physical activity, stress, which
thereafter lead to the acceleration of skin aging process. In women, the process is additionally dependent on the menopause, as a result of the disappearance of hormones, the process is faster.
Physiological changes that occur in women’s body during perimenopausal and menopausal period
affect their sexual function: pain during an intercourse, decreased libido, lack of agitation. Deficiency of hormones, besides skin changes, leads to vaginal dryness, accompanied by inflammation,
often correlated with discharge and burning. As a result of the loss of hyaluronic acid labia become
slack and less moisturized. In addition, there has been observed: a gradual loss of pigment and
hair, involution of the clitoris, and involution and sticking of labia minora, lipoatrophy of labia
majora with subsequent reduction in their volume and thinning the lining around the vaginal
opening. This article presents processes of skin aging. It describes mechanisms of intrinsic and
extrinsic aging. It also presents the mechanisms of accelerated aging in women in perimenopausal
period—accelerated skin aging dependent on hormonal factors associated with the loss of ovarian
function. The research presents how the hormonal loss influences woman’s body, her genitals—its
functionality and aesthetic look. It also shows how using filler treatments in gynecology can restore the aesthetic appearance of female genital and improve their functionality.
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1. Introduction

There has always been a desire to be beautiful and attractive, but nowadays it is more distinct than ever. The
conditions in which we live nowadays contribute to exposure of our bodies to many harmful factors. It is worth
mentioning: UV radiation, pollution, smoking, poor eating habits, poor physical activity and so on. These factors
combined with stress, to which we have been exposed from an early age, all together harm our body and mainly
contribute to fast ageing of the skin. In women, the process also depends on menopause. Owing to the reduction in
ovarian functionality the loss of collagen, hyaluronic acid, elastin, capillaries and subcutaneous adipose tissue, is
even more severe. As a result of these changes, skin becomes drier, rougher, less hydrated, less firm and tight,
resulting in much faster deepening of wrinkles, furrows and folds. Changes also occur in the genital area, including not only the loss of functionality but also the aesthetic look [1].
Ageing process affects not only the skin but the whole body. Physicians of all specialties care about the health
of patients in a complex manner. The treatments, chosen by patients who take advantage of services provided by
aesthetic medicine and anti-aging doctors, eventually affect the quality of their lives. These treatments boost
their self-confidence and improve their well-being and vitality. The treatments are enjoyed by female patients of
all ages. The treatments have primarily a preventive measure, that is why they should be started fairly early
(since about 25 years of age), but they are also therapeutic, that is the reason why they are so popular among
older patients [1]. Female patients not only correct the aesthetics of their exposed body parts, including face,
neck, cleavage, hands, and the whole body, but also they more frequently visit aesthetic gynecologist in order to
correct aesthetics of their intimate area or to improve functionality of the genital area [2].
This article presents processes of skin aging. It describes mechanisms of intrinsic and extrinsic aging. It also
presents the mechanisms of accelerated aging in women in perimenopausal period―accelerated skin aging dependent on hormonal factors associated with the loss of ovarian function. The research presents how the hormonal
loss influences woman’s body, her genitals―its functionality and aesthetic look. It also shows how using filler
treatments in gynecology can restore the aesthetic appearance of female genital and improve their functionality.

2. The Skin Aging
The impact on the process of aging of our body as a whole, have both internal and external factors. Genes are
responsible for the speed in which a progress in aging processes takes place, and in which there start to appear
the first signs of aging. The rate of aging is dependent on many external factors such as: the nature of work, climatic conditions and also the rhythm of individual exploitation, however the greatest impact of exogenous factors is attributed to: exposure to UV rays, smoking, poor nutrition and intoxicants (such as alcohol, excessive
coffee) [3]-[5].
Skin aging is divided into [1] [4] [6] [7]: chronological aging (physiological aging) and non-chronological
aging (photoaging), or the skin aging is divided into: intrinsic aging―the proper one, genetic (intrinsic) and extrinsic aging―improper (extrinsic).
Intrinsic aging (the proper one) [1] [4] [7] [8] is an unavoidable process, it progresses over time and it is impossible to stop. As a result of the proper, intrinsic aging there occur; atrophy of the epidermis and dermis (skin
thickness decreases with age of about 20%, only the thickness of the stratum corneum does not change with age),
decrease in number of fibroblasts and mast cells in the epidermis. In young skin, collagen is laid in the skin in a
regular grid pattern; inaging skin collagen is arranged in bundles giving the impression of disorder [6] [9]. Also
there is fragmentation and calcification of elastic fibers and their degradation (due to increased amounts of the
metalloproteinase enzyme in the cell matrix), and also the accumulation of material containing malformed elastin in the papillary and reticular layer of the skin (elastin in aging skin contains small amounts of sugars and lipids and significantly increased levels of amino acids) [1] [4] [8].
With time, there are changes within the dermal-epidermal DEJ area (dermal-epidermal junction), which gets
flattened (impairment in the nutrients exchange between the derma and the epidermis is its consequence). Within
the dermal-epidermal junction DEJ, the amount of collagen type IV and type VII decreases which leads to thinning of the layer and, consequently, to the formation of wrinkles [9].
The turn over time (TOT—Turn Over Time) of cells within epidermis is also extended. Between third, and
forth decade of life this time may be extended by 30% - 50%, while for the 20-year-old the cell transit through a
spinous layer takes 20 days, for 40 - 50 years old this time is extended to 30 days, and even longer. The consequence of extended TOT is [1] [6]: thinning of the epidermis, slower wound healing and less effective exfolia-
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tion.
Hyaluronic acid (HA) has properties that allow binding water that has a volume of one thousand times the
volume of its particle; this allows the skin to maintain the water-electrolyte balance. In young skin, HA exists on
the periphery of collagen and elastin; however in significantly aging skin such connections disappear. The consequences of the decrease of collagen, elastin and HA in the skin include: the appearance of wrinkles, formation
of furrows, loose skin, and dry skin [1] [4] [8].
Dry, exfoliating skin is an indicator of skin aging. The reason for this is the deterioration or disappearance of
functional skin barrier due to reduced amounts of lipids and increased water loss through the skin (trans-epidermal water loss-TEWL). With age there is also a decrease in the amount of subcutaneous fat (mainly of the
face, the dorsal surface of the hands and the stanchions), and disappearance of melanocytes on average of 8% 20% in every 10 years (clinical condition is manifested by reduction in the number of melanocytic marks in the
elderly, and thus reducing the amount of melanin in the skin, in connection with the protective action of melanin—it absorbs carcinogenic UV rays, the elderly are more susceptible to the formation of skin cancer) [1] [4] [8]
[10].
As a result of intrinsic skin aging the skin vascularization also deteriorates. The reduction in vascularization in
aging skin can be as high as 35%. It is particularly notable in the papillary layer of skin where there is a loss of
vertical vascular loops which leads to: a reduced blood flow, reduction in nutrients supply to skin, thermoregulation disorders, lowering the temperature of the surface of the skin and skin paleness [11].
As a result of intrinsic aging, telomeres get shortened with age. It has been proven that the natural and progressive shortening of telomeres is the most important mechanism of skin cell aging. They also block the
process of damaging cells by free radicals. Shortening of telomeres associated with aging reflects in tissue
dwindling [12].
Among women, the aging of the skin is additionally dependent on the menopause that is one of the hormonal
factors associated with the loss of ovarian function. There is a decrease in estrogen production (specifically 17
beta-estradiol), which contributes to changes in the epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissue. Estrogen deficiency contributes to: reduction of the amount of collagen, which amount decreases rapidly especially in the first
five years after the menopause (around 30%), it relates to both collagen types I and III. This leads to a decrease
in the thickness of skin, loss of elasticity and tension. As a result of hormonal changes there is a decrease in an
activity of sebaceous and sweat glands (dry, rough skin), and also there is a decrease in the level of: hyaluronic
acid, elastin fibers, capillaries and subcutaneous tissue disappears [1] [7] [13]-[16].
Extrinsic aging-improper [1] [4]-[8] [17] [18].
Extrinsic aging is premature and relates primarily to skin. It may be prevented. The main role among exogenous factors is attributed to smoking, poor nutrition, and exposure to UV rays. Exposure to UV radiation is responsible for 80% of aging of face dermis and other exposed parts of the body. UVA rays penetrate deeply into
the tissue and cause immune suppression and premature aging of the skin, are responsible for the formation of
free radicals and phototoxic and photoallergic reactions. UVB rays penetrate to the deepest layers of the epidermis, damage cell DNA, are responsible for the burning of the skin and stimulate carcinogenesis. The consequences of exposure to UV radiation include: formation of sunburn cells, increased production of collagenase,
the induction of inflammation, damages of telomeres, photocarcinogenesis, photoimmunosuppression and photoaging.

3. Cosmetic Gynecology and Perimenopausal Period
Aesthetic medicine is a branch of medicine that deals with the construction and reconstruction of human psychophysical balance. It is a medicine that values the quality of life, and health is regarded here as a sign of good
mental and physical condition. This is a branch of medicine primarily with a proactive character (preventive),
and then reconstructive, or corrective. Aesthetic medicine is a branch of medicine that deals with patients’ health
in the aspect of: appearance, image, aesthetics, well-being, noticeable changes to the skin, and sensible discomfort in the quality of patient’s life [1]. It has been shown that the symptoms of perimenopausal period significantly influence the worsening of the quality of women’s life, particularly in the aspect of psychic, social and
sexual functioning [19] [20].
Doctors, thanks to aesthetic medicine, contribute to improvement of patient’s appearance, who, as a result of
that often regains mental stability and greater self-confidence [1]. Female patients more often visit doctors who
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provide treatments in rejuvenation of the female genitals, not only for aesthetic reasons but also for functional
[2].
Physiological changes that occur in women during premenopausal and menopausal period, often affects
women’s sexual function, such as pain during intercourse, decreased libido or lack of agitation [21] [24]. Reduction in the concentration of hormones, especially estrogen and androgen is considered to be the cause of sexual
dysfunctions in this period. Reduction in the levels of estrogen contributes to a decrease in frequency of intercourses, and the lack of testosterone decreases interest in sexual life. Hormone deficiency, in addition to changes
in the skin leads to faster drying of mucus, making it more susceptible to injury. It is manifested by dryness in
the vagina. When there is not enough mucus in the vagina, intercourse can cause pain and abrasions. There are
often incidents of infections. Therefore, vaginal dryness is accompanied by inflammation, associated with discharge and burning. As a result of the loss of hyaluronic acid labia become slack and less moisturized. Loss of
collagen contributes to the thinning of the skin around the genitals. The vagina loses elasticity and is more easily
irritated. In addition, there has been observed: a gradual loss of pigment and hair, involution of the clitoris, and
involution and sticking of labia minora, lipoatrophy of labia majora with subsequent reduction in their volume
and thinning the lining around the vaginal opening [21]-[23] [25].

4. Fillers Treatments in Cosmetic Gynecology
Tissue Fillers are used not only for aesthetic purposes in the face but also in other areas, including the pubic area.
In aesthetic gynecology there are used two types of fillers based on hyaluronic acid. These are single-phase fillers, developed in special technology (IPN-like), thanks to which the injected gel is more resistant to hyaluronidase and free radicals. In addition, there is an increased comfort for the patient during the administration of this
substance. One of these is applied mainly in women of reproductive age or premenopausal women who complain on dryness, sensitivity and irritation of the vulva. The product is administered intradermally into the labia
majora and labia minora, so that the proper hydration and nutrition of tissues is recovered. The second substance
is mostly recommended to patients who are perimenopausal or menopausal who suffer from hypotrophy of labia
majora (to a lesser or greater extent) in order to restore normal volume of labiamajora and pubis. In these cases,
the cross-linked hyaluronic acid is administered subcutaneously. Hyaluronic acid firstly restores proper volume
of the labiamajora and pubis; secondly it leads to the activation of fibroblasts and what is related to it, with time
to the production of collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid which restores the correct tension and hydration of the
skin of this area [26].

5. Summation
Female patients in perimenopausal and menopausal period due to hormonal changes are more likely to experience changes in their appearance from the aesthetic aspect. With age women much faster lose collagen, elastin,
hyaluronic acid and capillaries. The skin becomes less tense, less hydrated and less nourished, rougher and drier.
Deepening of facial wrinkles, furrows and folds occurs much faster. As a result of the disappearance of the subcutaneous tissue, the dorsal surface of hands and neck looks old. An activity of the sebaceous glands and sweat
glands decreases. Changes also occur in the genital area. The labia become flaccid and less moist. Vagina loses
its elasticity and becomes drier, and is more susceptible to injury. These changes often interfere with women’s
sexual functions, who feel pain during a sexual intercourse. Treatments in aesthetic medicine lead to improvement in patient’s appearance. Therefore their quality of life improves. In addition to appearance, treatments like
treatments in aesthetic gynecology impact the functionality of the patient. They not only make the labia and pubis look better, more aesthetically, but also improve vaginal and labia lubrication so that patient feels no discomfort during sexual intercourse. Aesthetic Gynecology is the branch of medicine that increasingly develops in
Poland and increasingly arouses interest among women.
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